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TREE HUGGING? TREE HUGGER?



William Wordsworth

•



STATEMENT

• Loving nature is a profoundly political 

act that communicates a range of social 

and ideological positions. 

• To love nature—whether a forest or a tree 

or a field or a bunny—is to enact through 

emotion an opposition to 

industrialization, consumer capitalism, 

and certain strands of conservative 

political ideology.



IS FOREST BATHING ABOUT 

HUGGING TREES?
•



Is Forest bathing about Hugging 
trees?

When engaging 
in Forest bathing
activities, 
different people 
are drawn to 
different ways of 
interacting with 
the trees.



Is Forest bathing about Hugging 
trees?

Forest bathing can involve 
actually wrapping arms 
around a tree. 

But it can also involve simply:

❑ feeling the texture of the 
bark;

❑ smelling the leaves or 
needles;

❑ noticing the beauty of a 
tree from further away;

❑ mindfully taking in the 
environment, landscape 
and soundscape around 
the tree;



Is Forest bathing about Hugging 
trees?

Yu et al. (2017) 
described a forest 
bathing regimen
involving 5 sensory 
experience:

✓ olfactory (smelling)

✓ tactile (touching)

✓ visual (seeing)

✓ auditory (hearing)

✓ taste 



Forest bathing is about 

Hugging Trees – press and 

media presentation





Is Forest bathing about 

Hugging trees?





Is Forest bathing about 

Hugging trees?



Is Forest bathing about 

Hugging trees?



Is Forest bathing next level of 

Hugging trees?



Is Hugging trees scientifically

proved way to improve

health?



Can Hugging trees cure for 

cancer?



EVIDENCE BASED MEDICINE 

& TREE HUGGING



„The process of 

finding, appraising, 

and using 

contemporaneous 

research findings 

as the basis for 

medical decisions”





Health benefits of Tree – hugging?



• PUB MED : 2 new papers per minute



• According. 



Tree Hugging





Koalas used Acacia mernsii trees (a species they do not feed on) much more frequently during 

hot weather. Koalas sat on the main trunk of trees rather than out on lateral branches or the 

canopy, and moved closer to the ground as air temperatures increased.

Tree surface temperatures were substantially cooler at the base and mid-trunk than lateral 

branches or the canopy, and the coolest trunks belonged to Acacia mernsii trees with mid-

trunk temperatures that were on average 5°C cooler than air temperature. By hugging the trunk 

or large lower limbs of trees with their less densely furred belly pressed up against the tree 

surface, koalas enhance conductive heat loss.

































• In a recently published book by author Matthew Silverstone, 

Blinded by Science, evidence confirming trees and their 

healthful benefits includes their effect on mental illnesses, 

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), concentration 

levels, reaction times, depression, and the ability to alleviate 

headaches.











• Anecdotal evidence is evidence based only on 

personal observation, collected in a casual or 

non-systematic manner.



• In science, 

definitions of 

anecdotal evidence 

include:
– "casual observations or 

indications rather than 

rigorous or scientific 

analysis„

– "the report of an 

experience by one or 

more persons that is not 

objectively documented

or an experience or 

outcome that occurred 

outside of a controlled 

environment"

















Google = full of garbage





Future Research – tree hugging

health effects?

To distinguish:

❑Forest bathing from Tree hugging?

❑Tree Hugging from hugging?

❑Wild nature from urban nature?

❑Real experiences and previous

memories?

❑Real nature with real 5 sents from virtual

realities? 



Dilemama and research questions?

• The long-term effects?

• Dose and duration?

• The absence of follow-up evaluation?

• Type of a tree? Location and context?

• Diffferent population groups?

• Small samples? Adjustment for confounders?

• Cultural, geographical and ideological differences?

• Possibility of  translation from Shinrin-yoku to tree

hugging? 

• Participants interested in forest therapy may become more 

vulnerable to the placebo effect?

• Translation of results into medical practice?



CONCLUSION





• If we continue at our current rate of 

forest loss -19 million hectares a 

year, we will have destroyed more 

than half of the Earth’s forests 

within a century























“Human beings and human society held no greater moral value than did 

nonhuman species and ecological systems.”
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"Even if I knew that tomorrow the world would go to 

pieces, I would still plant my pine tree.„ Martin Luther 
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